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Ordinance of Christ Nature  

The platonic Forms and forms

The nature of the platonic Forms determines that the immaterial, the spiritual, exists 

and is real, as known through qualities. Those which are inherent to the human condition as 

a whole become fundamental in law. Such forms as Passage or Relations and relatively 
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minor, but structurally integral Forms, and in evolution such fundamental differentiations 

needfully determined in priority. In thought and the structural composition of language, forms 

are the integral facets of conditioning upon the human psyche, and as necessary 

constituents, Forms belong of the title 'Christ' in appreciative rendition, as a Form would be 

to a form, or a man before God. Applicable in immediate necessity, they, as angels, don’t 

convey personal and implicit meaning beyond those who engage within the presence of 

quality, thus ones Form maybe the forms. By titled qualities of human influence (and 

presence), the facets of Forms exist as Christ Nature. 

The determination to free-will

Decidedly realities typifications are constrained by the closest bonds of human 

society, family, and exist authoritatively by covenants; in these the forms and Form maybe 

indifferent. Since ownership of self has naturalistic duties, one can easily ascertain an 

informal cognitive definition of qualities of life, in standardised titles under sublime control as 

inferred qualities, hence never heeding Forms. That respective reality of indifference 

becomes initiated by the Christ Nature ordinance. As necessarily partaking within the 
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abstract therein, in the subtle and intricate relations of aspects within the geometric 

arrangement of form, one maybe ascribe to the Form never the less, as to acknowledge it. 

As is the basis of community, and relationships, society has pre-determined integrity 

coinciding with ones participatory free-will. Whereby we respectively agree to accept terms, 

definitions, quality and presence accorded to time in contractual agreement as society; 

qualities have respective relationships independently of perception, and the distinctive value 

and worth of these are the fundamental virtue of the living, in which we are identified, not as 

the primary constituent. Christ nature is the reality of the angular relations, a formative 

existence of integral association by which we partake within by individually, and subscribe to 

in the feeling and emotion of reality willingly.

Faith my indifference, no others

How to experience and understand the structural integrity of reality independent of 

ones own perception is faith. In belief that the ongoing perfected perpetual state of 

timespace, as understood by ones sensory perception, validates the inclusion and exclusion 

of ones self within the Forms, we are united. Forms are so known in necessary partiality, as 

forming the holy, and in experience and participation within the relationships we conjoin, 

material reality and conduction of the societal contract ensures as we see fit. 

Faith is required when ones limited in their community, perceptively, physically by capacity, 

and mentally in health. The formative reality has empowered determinations, and partaking 

within the social contract is a limit of humanity within the human condition. As the integral 

structural forms to the Forms, ones energy to contribute, appreciate, and apprehend is 

valued and received well in the community, as structurally ordered for collective integrity. 
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Geometric order, the eternal partition

Perception of the intricate association and formalities of quality within society is duly 

limited. Use of apparatus to extend ones sensory capacity is the mark of civilisation and 

learned humankind. Generated specific to form and purpose of extent, tools have limited use 

within contextuality, but the modern tool of the internet which extends the domain of personal 

space into a unlimited formative conceptual place, within a artificially appreciated timeline, 

as communal timespace; exists relatively external to reality. Partaking in this extra-reality 

ensures communication expands across cultures and languages instantaneously thus the 

societal contracts infinitely expanded within potential for consecutive cultural contributions to 

singular tasks. Whereby the time and space of reality had previously limited individual 

accomplishment, the unlimited constructive capacity allows projects and enterprises within 

the social construct to expand the human limitations of senses. The artificial intelligence of 

the new computing extra-reality is still however used within a framework of common 

formative relationships and the structural reality of forms.

The systematic nature of reality is limited, in time and space. Whilst extra-reality systems 

may condense possibility to the infinite potential, the structural basis for humanity relies 

upon the constructive forms, and to the systems of matter in motion. The solar system is the 

most significant systematic structure and in comparative evaluation, the motions within 

signify the supreme potential relative to the common standards in human affairs. By 

comparing the planetary aspects within the timelines of their nature, the independent 

relationship as integral, can be determined as the primary cause and consequence of 

change within the standard reality. Useful for the contractual agreement, and necessary 

against a infinitely extenuating artificial intelligence, so indelibly problem solving and 

applying solutions to the complexity of issues within the sub-structural formative reality. 

However out of scope of any member of humankind, limited in capacity to utilise the internet, 
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the constructive merit of formative associative authority is needfully applicable. Thus in merit 

of Christ Nature expressed within the formative comparison standards of the most integral 

solar-planetary structural system, the relative appreciation of ones participation within reality 

is a 100% potential of determination.
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